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71) be always true…………..your commitment 

A) of  B) about C) in  D) to 

72) he is very quick………..learning english. 

A) in  B) at  C) of  D) about 

73) ………….we went out, it began to rain. 

A) no sooner did  B) as soon as C) while D) before 
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74) ………….he is poor………..he is honest. 

A) not only… but also B) neither….not  C) thought… yet 

D) if… but 

75) she was………tired………she could not walk. 

A) so…that  B) so…as  C) too…to  D) so…and 

76) it is nothing else………….vanity. 

A) than B) but  C) as  D) if 

77) a crowd of people………….waiting for the minister. 

A) are  B) have been C) is  D) were 

78) he did nothing but…………. 

A) wanders  B) wander  C) to wander D) is wandering 

79) i………the country’s economical condition may go from bad worse in days.  

A) hope B) think  C) believe  D) fear 

80) he danced as if he……………mad. 

A) had been  B) was C) were D) is 

81) had you been here, you……..the same thing. 

A) did  B) would  C) would have done  D) will do 

82) when I saw her she………….TV for an hour. 

A) was watching  B) has been watching  C) watched 

D) had been watching 

83) something is worng with my car, i…………….go to work by bus. 

A) shall B) will  C) shall have to  D) will have to 

84) there…………rather a marked decline in the prices of the shares since the 

political disturbance in the country. 

A) has to be  B) has been  C) is  D) are 
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85) there is much time you, ………….. not haste 

A) should  B) ought  C) need  D) would 

X Y Z Z X Y Z 
Y Z 
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95) DECEMBER  ERMBCEDE  
ERMBVENO  

A) SEPTEMBER  B) AUGUST C) NOVEMBER D) OCTOBER 

96) RED  6720 GREEN  

A) 9207716 B) 1677199  C) 1677209 D) 16717209 

97) C = 3 FEAR = 30 HAIR 

A) 35 B) 36 C) 30  D) 33 

= 

= 

= = 

÷ ´
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